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Mission: To Foster Price Stability and a Sound Financial System
What?

• ...an archive

• collects, preserves, disseminates digital copies of the institution's intellectual output.
What?

- ...a set of services

- manages and disseminates digital materials.
Terminology

- Digital Conversion
- Digital Assets
- Metadata
- Digital Interoperability
- Citizen Engagement
- Corporate Taxonomy
- Mimeo-théque
Born digital

born digital (adjective)
digital information
originally created
in electronic form
Born Analog

born an·a·log (adjective) digital information originally created in nondigital form and then digitized
Intellectual Output at BoU

- Research – working papers, mimeo
- Theses, Dissertations by staff
- KSS reports, presentations
- News Items, Press Releases
- Speeches (Governor, etc)
- Memorial lectures
- Photos
- Audi-Visual material
Drivers

• Advance the Bank’s knowledge agenda internally and externally.
• Encourage wider use of internally generated knowledge.
• Valuing intellectual capital signals valuing staff.
• “Knowledge shared is power.”
Why?

• To Organize
• To Preserve
• To add value / Refine
• Personalized publication lists
• To Publish
• To Retrieve
Why?

• To show
• To measure
• To educate
• Citizen engagement
Users

• Researchers (external)
• Academics
• Staff (Internal)
• Communities of Practice
State of Practice

- Document appraisal
- Classification
- Accessioning
- Preparation
- Digital conversion
….. practice

- Quality Control & Verification
- Migration and enrichment
- Indexing
- Search and Retrieval
- Metrofile Document Management System
The Repository

• Sharepoint as a component of the EDMS project.
• Team Collaboration
• Enterprise Document Management
• Enterprise Document Search
The Future

• Citizen Engagement
• Corporate Taxonomy
• Interoperability
Thank you.